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Abstract

The last few decades have seen a tremendous growth of wireless networks demands due to the need to meet different multimedia applications available over the network. The demand has resulted into greater competition for the scarce available network resources and has introduced congestion in such networks that adversely affect the quality of service requirements of the applications. Call admission control is a key element if provision of quality of service in wireless networks is to be guaranteed. In this paper, a call admission control policy for wireless communication networks based on the use of dynamic threshold-based channel allocation scheme is proposed. The scheme deals with two traffic classes; voice and data with two different but equal channel thresholds, one for each traffic type assumed. The effect of the control parameters on the quality of service parameters is illustrated and analyzed.
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1 Introduction

Mobile wireless networks have experienced tremendous growth in the recent past, and this growth trend is likely to continue in future. Apart from an increase in the number of users, more demanding applications have emerged, resulting in more resource requirements. These services require a backbone network that can support connections with guaranteed quality of service (QoS) requirements. The wireless channel must not reach the congestion point, as this would lead to increased call drops and delays, a situation that is grossly unfair to calls through such a network.

Call admission control (CAC) and network resource allocation are some of the design issues in wireless networks. CAC schemes determine whether to accept or reject new calls with due consideration of the available network resources maintaining the QoS and ensuring the existing calls are not affected [1, 2]. Network resource allocation ensures incoming connection requests are accepted to avoid congestion [3]. The main QoS parameters in a cellular concept are the new call blocking and handoff call blocking probabilities [4] as well as the data call delay due to buffering.

A mobile user trying to communicate with another user must first obtain a channel from the base station. Whenever a channel is available, it is granted to the user and the call is accepted otherwise the call is blocked. The channel is freed either when the call is completed or when the user moves to the next cell before completing the call. The latter is called handoff and while performing handoff, the mobile unit demands that the base station in the cell that it moves into allocates it a channel or else the handoff call is blocked [4]. Blocking such a call is annoying to the user; instead a buffer is introduced to store the call until a channel is available to transmit it. The buffered call experiences delay for the duration of the handoff call.

To improve the performance of the cellular networks, channel allocation is usually done statically though some dynamic channel allocation mechanisms [5, 6]. Dynamic threshold and buffer management at various locations in the network drastically reduce congestion problems; since these determine the rate at which traffic enters the network. In this paper, a dynamic threshold-based guard channel policy is proposed to handle both the new and handoff voice and data calls with buffers at various locations in the network to handle the handoff call rather than getting blocked. The policy deals with distinct types of traffic types, voice and data but can be extended to multiple traffic classes.
This paper is organized in sections as follows: Section 2 describes the call admission policy proposed, Section 3 analyzes the mathematical model for the proposed policy and results are presented in Section 4 while Section 5 is the conclusion.

2 Proposed Call Admission Control Policy

A single cell in isolation within a cellular system that deals with two types of traffic: voice and data was considered. It is assumed that the call processing entities of the system (the Base Station, Base Station Controller or Mobile Switching Center) are capable of identifying the call type at any moment. The available resources are the number of channels in the cell and the buffer capacity to queue handoff calls in case no channels are available. Since wireless resources are limited, it is assumed that the number of channels is constant. The buffer capacity can be changed depending on the required call blocking probabilities; an increase in buffer capacity increases the overall channel capacity.

The proposed admission policy deals with two categories of parameters. The QoS parameters, which comprise the voice call blocking probability for new and handoff calls, $P_{v_n}$ and $P_{v_h}$ respectively; the data call blocking probability for new and handoff calls, $P_{d_n}$ and $P_{d_h}$ respectively; and the delay experienced by handoff data calls due to buffering $D_{hd}$. The others are CAC policy parameters which include the buffer size $B$ which determines the value of the buffer size to queue the handoff data calls; the new threshold $T_{n_d} - T_{n_v}$ that determines the total number of the channels allocated to data and voice calls after which the new data calls are blocked.

The conditions to accept or reject a call for the call admission control policy proposed employing the above methods are illustrated in flow chart in Fig. 1.

![Call Admission Flow Chat](image-url)
3 Mathematical Model Analysis

The single cell model parameters assumed are the total number of channels \( C \), a call request buffering capacity \( B \) and channel holding time \( \mu \) equal for voice and data calls. Since each of the two traffic types, voice and data can either be new or handoff, there are four different arrival rates: \( \mathcal{G}_v \) for new voice calls; \( \mathcal{G}_d \) for new data calls; \( \mathcal{G}_h \) for handoff voice calls; and \( \mathcal{G}_h \) for handoff data calls. For each call type, the total arrival rate is [7]:

\[
\mathcal{G}_v = \mathcal{G}_v + \mathcal{G}_h \\
\mathcal{G}_d = \mathcal{G}_d + \mathcal{G}_h
\]

As only two input traffic types have been considered, the system mathematical model is based on a 2-dimensional Markovian chain in which each state represents the number of voice and data calls in such a system. The total number of calls at each state is \( n_{\text{Total}} \), where

\[
n_{\text{Total}} = n_v + n_d
\]

with number of voice calls at a certain state, \( n_v \), ranging from 0 to \( C \) and number of data calls at a certain state, \( n_d \), ranging from 0 to \( C + B \).

A standard procedure was followed to derive the state probabilities [8, 9]. The steady-state equations for the state probabilities were written in terms of the state transition rate matrix \( Q \) and the state probability vector \( \pi \) whose product results into a zero matrix while the elements of state probability vector add up to one, that is,

\[
\Pi Q = 0
\]

and

\[
\sum \pi_i = 1
\]

where

\[
\Pi = [\pi_{0,0} \ \pi_{0,1} \ \pi_{0,2} \ldots \ \pi_{n_v,n_d} \ldots]
\]

and

\[
Q^T = \begin{bmatrix}
-(\mathcal{G}_v + \mathcal{G}_h) & \mu & 0 & \ldots & 0 & \mu & 0 & \ldots & 0 \\
\mathcal{G}_d & -(\mathcal{G}_v + \mathcal{G}_h + \mu) & 2\mu & 0 & \ldots & 0 & 2\mu & 0 & \ldots & 0 \\
0 & \mathcal{G}_d & -(\mathcal{G}_v + \mathcal{G}_h + 2\mu) & 3\mu & \ldots & 0 & 3\mu & 0 & \ldots & 0 \\
\vdots & \vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \ddots & \vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \ddots & \ddots
\end{bmatrix}
\]

A MATLAB program was written to generate and solve (4) to obtain the state probability vector. The state probabilities, the values of the QoS parameters were calculated [7] using (6) to (11).

The new data call blocking probability \( P_{Nd} \) is given by

\[
P_{Nd} = \left( \sum_{n_{v,C-B}} \sum_{n_d=0}^{C-B-n_v} \pi_{n_v,n_d} \right) \frac{\mathcal{G}_Nd}{\mathcal{G}_Td + \mathcal{G}_Tv}
\]

The new voice call blocking probability \( P_{Nv} \) is given by

\[
P_{Nv} = \left( \sum_{n_{v,C-B}} \sum_{n_d=0}^{C-B-n_v} \pi_{n_v,n_d} \right) \frac{\mathcal{G}_Nv}{\mathcal{G}_Td + \mathcal{G}_Tv}
\]

The handoff data call blocking probability, \( P_{Hd} \) is given by

\[
P_{Hd} = \left( \sum_{n_{v,C-B}} \pi_{n_v,C-B-n_v} \right) \frac{\mathcal{G}_Hd}{\mathcal{G}_Td + \mathcal{G}_Tv}
\]
The handoff voice call blocking probability $P_{Hv}$ is given by

$$P_{Hv} = \left( \sum_{n_v=0}^{C} \sum_{n_d=C-n_v}^{C+B-n_v} \left( \pi_{n_v,n_d} \right) \right) \frac{\theta_{Hv}}{\theta_{Td} + \theta_{Tv}}$$

(9)

using the blocking method and

$$P_{Hv} = \left( \sum_{n_v=0}^{C} \pi_{n_v,C+B-n_v} \right) \frac{\theta_{Hv}}{\theta_{Td} + \theta_{Tv}}$$

(10)

using the pre-emptive method.

The average data handoff call delay time $D_{Hd}$ is given by

$$D_{Hd} = \sum_{n_v=0}^{C} \sum_{n_d=C-n_v}^{C+B-n_v} \left( \pi_{n_v,n_d} \right) \frac{n_v + n_d}{\theta_{Hd} (1 - P_{Hd})}$$

(11)

4 Presentation of results

The effect of the threshold values and the buffer size on new voice/data call blocking probability ($P_{Nv} / P_{Nd}$), handoff voice/data call blocking probability ($P_{Hv} / P_{Hd}$) and delay due to data call buffering ($D_{Hd}$) is investigated using (6) to (11) where the policy parameters assumed are: total number of channels, $C = 25$; two values of the average channel holding time, $\mu$, 7 and 15 seconds; an arrival rate voice and data calls, $\theta$, between 0.2 and 0.4 Erlang/channel and buffer capacity, $B$ of 0 to 5 channels. In all simulations the new data threshold ($T_{Nd}$) is never zero.

Fig. 2 illustrates the effect of varying the new voice threshold ($T_{Nv}$) on new voice call blocking probability ($P_{Nv}$), for different values of channel holding time, call arrival rate and buffer size. It is clear that there is a considerable effect of $T_{Nv}$ on $P_{Nv}$, especially for lower values of the threshold, where we observe a sharp decrease in $P_{Nv}$.

Furthermore, it can be observed that $P_{Nv}$ tends to be constant for the values of $T_{Nv}$ approaching the number of available channels ($C = 25$). It is seen that for a given value of $T_{Nv}$, the blocking probability $P_{Nv}$ is generally high for higher arrival rates especially for higher $T_{Nv}$ values in agreement with [10]. It is also evident that $P_{Nv}$ varies inversely with the
channel holding time for lower values of $T_{Nv}$ but the two are proportional for higher values of $T_{Nv}$ approaching $C$. Lastly, for a given arrival rate and channel holding time buffering has no effect on $P_{Nd}$ for all $T_{Nv}$.

The effect of varying the new voice threshold ($T_{Nv}$) on new data call blocking probability ($P_{Nd}$) is shown in Fig. 3. It is evident that varying $T_{Nv}$ has no effect on $P_{Nd}$ for a given call arrival rate, channel holding time and buffer size. For a given call arrival rate $P_{Nd}$ decreases as channel holding time increases. It can further be seen that when the call arrival rate increases $P_{Nd}$ decreases for a given channel holding time. The introduction of buffer capacity slightly increases the new data call blocking probability, other parameters kept constant.

![Fig. 3: Effect of New Voice Threshold on New Data Call Blocking Probability](image)

Fig. 4 shows the effect of new voice threshold ($T_{Nv}$) on handoff voice call blocking probability ($P_{Hv}$). Generally, $P_{Hv}$ increases with $T_{Nv}$ and saturates to a maximum of $P_{Hv} \approx 0.5$ as $T_{Nv}$ approaches $C$. In Fig. 4 it is clear that for a given $T_{Nv}$, $P_{Hv}$ increases when the arrival rate drops while $P_{Hv}$ is seen to decrease with increase in buffer size in agreement with findings in [11]. On the other hand $P_{Hv}$ is observed to decrease as the channel holding time is increased.

![Fig. 4: Effect of New Voice Threshold on Handoff Voice Call Blocking Probability](image)
Fig. 5 is an illustration of the variation of handoff data call blocking probability ($P_{hd}$) for different new voice threshold values ($T_{Nv}$), arrival rates and buffer sizes. There is a general increase in $P_{hd}$ as $T_{Nv}$ increases which saturates as the threshold value approaches the channel capacity ($C = 25$). It is observed that a change in arrival rate while other parameters are held constant does not affect $P_{hd}$; whereas increasing the buffer size and channel holding time is observed to significantly lower $P_{hd}$ as in [11]. However, this improvement is at the expense of increasing the average delay time added to the call connection time for handoff data calls as in Fig. 6.

In Figure 6 the effect of new voice threshold ($T_{Nv}$) on handoff data call delay ($D_{hd}$) illustrated. The delay is seen to increase when the buffer is increased; the delay also clearly increases as the arrival rate increases. It is evident that $D_{hd}$ depends on the new voice threshold, the channel holding time and buffer size; an increase in any of these parameters increases the handoff data call delay.

Finally the combined effect of the new voice and new data thresholds was analyzed for fixed values of call arrival rate, channel holding time and buffer size. Fig. 7 shows the combined effect on the new voice call blocking probability for a total arrival rate (new and handoff) of $\rho = 0.4$, buffer size $B = 5$ and channel holding time of 7 seconds. The variation of both thresholds is observed to impact on the new voice call blocking probability which in each case diminishes as the new data threshold value approaches the channel capacity ($C = 25$). Minimum values of $P_{Nv}$ are achieved for any $T_{Nd}$ value as long as $T_{Nv}$ is close to the channel capacity and vice versa. It is further observed that maximum $P_{Nv}$ occurs at low $T_{Nv}$ values.
In Fig. 8, the combined effect of the new voice threshold \( (T_{Nv}) \) and new data threshold \( (T_{Nd}) \) on the new data call blocking probability \( (P_{Nd}) \) is illustrated. For \( T_{Nd} \leq 10 \), \( P_{Nd} \) saturates to a value of \( P_{Nd} \approx 0.06 \) for all values of \( T_{Nv} \). \( T_{Nd} \) is observed to mainly impact on \( P_{Nd} \) when \( T_{Nv} \leq 15 \). In the regions \( T_{Nd} \geq 10 \) and \( T_{Nv} \leq 15 \), \( P_{Nd} \) goes to a symmetrical minimum that drops as \( T_{Nv} \) decreases to zero and \( T_{Nd} \) increases towards the maximum channel capacity.

In Fig. 9 the effect of changing values of the new voice threshold and new data threshold on the handoff voice call blocking probability \( (P_{Hv}) \) is illustrated. \( P_{Hv} \) is observed to vary symmetrically for new voice and new data threshold values and saturating threshold values above 15 to \( P_{Hv} \approx 0.25 \). Minimum \( P_{Hv} \) occurs when both thresholds are close zero.
In Fig. 10 the effect of changing values of the new voice threshold ($T_{Nv}$) and new data threshold ($T_{Nd}$) on the handoff data call blocking probability ($P_{Hd}$) is illustrated. Maximum $P_{Hd}$ is observed when $T_{Nd} \geq 10$ and $T_{Nv} \leq 10$; else where the probability diminishes to a minimum especially as $T_{Nv}$ approaches the channel capacity.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, a call admission policy for wireless multimedia networks based on modifying the guard channel method and introducing a buffer for queuing handoff data calls has been presented. The effect of new call threshold, call arrival rate, channel holding time and buffering on QoS parameters for voice and data has been analyzed. All QoS parameters increase with the threshold values except the new voice call blocking probability (decreases) and the new data call blocking probability (independent). Except handoff data call blocking probability where no difference was observed, all the other QoS parameters increase with increase in call arrival rate. Similarly all parameters increase with an increase in buffer size except the new voice call blocking probability for which buffer size variation shows no effect.

In all cases, variation of new data and voice thresholds is observed to significantly impact on all QoS parameters except the handoff data call delay for which variation of the new data threshold for a given new voice threshold value has no impact. This is manifested in the combined effect of the new voice and data threshold on QoS parameters analysis.
Fig. 10: Combined Effect of New Voice/Data Thresholds on Handoff Data Call Blocking Probability
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